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Linear and nonlinear dielectric measurements of liquid crystalline chiral isopentylcyanobiphenyls5*CBd
and n-pentylcyanobiphenyls5CBd, combined with viscosityhsTd data, are presented. The 5*CB compound
glassifies on cooling in the cholesteric phase whereas 5CB crystallizes in the nematic phase. In both com-
pounds the temperature evolution of dielectric relaxation times, the dc conductivity, and the viscosity are well
described by the “critical-like” description from mode coupling theorysMCTd. However, for 5*CB a unique
coincidence of the MCT “critical” temperature and extrapolated temperature of the hypothetical continuous
isotropic-cholestericsT* d phase transition was found. The temperature dependence of the strong electric-field-
induced changes of the dielectric permittivity exhibits a strong anomaly in the direction of negative values on
approachingT*, not observed up to now. The anomaly is described by the susceptibility-related critical
exponentg=1. The divergence of the “nonlinear” dielectric relaxation follows a power dependence described
by the exponenty=1. This paper recalls the recent discussions on the glassy dynamics of a “hard-ellipsoid”
liquid and the possible relationship between the glass transition, critical phenomena, and isotropic-nematic
transition.
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INTRODUCTION

Many studies of the dynamics of glass-forming liquids
have shifted their focus to temperatures considerably higher
than the glass temperatureTglassf1–30g. This challenging em-
phasis has been stimulated by mode coupling theorysMCTd
f1,11g. One of its important predictions is the existence of a
dynamic crossover between the ergodic and nonergodic re-
gimes at the “critical” or crossover temperatureTMCT
=s1.3±0.1dTglassf1–24g:

ta
−1,h,d ~ sT − TMCTd−g, s1d

whereta is the structuralsad dielectric relaxation time,h the
viscosity, andd the diffusion coefficient. In practice, the ex-
ponent 2,g,4, in fair agreement with MCT.

MCT defines the singular temperatureTMCT as the point at
which the dynamics of a liquid changes from the fluidlike
regime to the solidlike one, via a qualitative change in the
caging phenomenonf1,2,11,13,16–18g. This may be sup-
ported by recent studies in benzophenone, where the corre-
spondence ofTMCT with the onset of possible nucleation and
growth of a new phase was notedf24g. It is noteworthy that
the critical-like relations1d describes the experimental data
only for T.TMCT+s15–20 Kd f1,2,5,7,8,11,15,17g. How-
ever, in experiment the crossover between dynamic regimes
on passingTMCT is always gradual. In the full range of tem-
peratures thetasTd, hsTd, anddsTd dependences can be por-
trayed by the VFT relationf1–23g

ts,h,d ~ expS DT0

T − T0
D , s2d

whereT0 is the extrapolated ideal glass temperature andD is
the parameter related to the fragility of the glass former.

The extended MCT took this experimental behavior into
account by including the hopping diffusion to restore ergo-
cidity even belowTMCT f11,23g. The significance of the
MCT “critical temperature” supports the recent suggestion
f17g that the value of the relaxation timetC=tasTMCTd
<10−7 s may be “magic”—i.e., approximately the same for
all glass-forming liquids. However, Casaliniet al. f18,19g
reasoned that the value of the relaxation timetCsPd
=tasP,TMCTd is constant and independent from the pressure
andTMCT value, but only for a given class of glass formers.

The original MCT considers spheres and hence focuses on
translational degrees of freedomf1,11,25g. Recently, the mo-
lecular MCT for a model system of hard ellipsoids, aiming at
reaching insight into the interplay between translational and
orientational degrees of freedom, was proposed by Schilling
and co-workersf25–28g. It was found that for molecules
with an aspect ratio greater than 2.5, an additional crossover
temperatureTMCT

upper=TMCTsorientd appears. It corresponds to
the freezing of the orientational freedom while the transla-
tional degree of freedom remains still liquid like. This phe-
nomenon was expected to appear near the nematic instability
boundary—i.e., near the isotropic-nematicsI-Nd transition in
a real system of a rodlike liquid crystalline compound
f26–28g. Very recently, the existence ofTMCT

lower andTMCT
upperwas

shown in the isotropic phase of few rodlike nematogens with
the I-N transition, includingn-octylcyanobiphenyls8CBd
from n-cyanobiphenylssnCBd homologous series, based on
optical heterodyne Kerr effectsOHD-OKEd studiesf29,30g.
The temperatureTMCT

upper was estimated slightly below the
clearing temperature while the extrapolated value ofTMCT

lower

was located already in the solid phase, well below theI-N
and isotropic-solidsI-Sd phase transitions. For 8CB the ob-
tained value ofTMCT

lower was in agreement with the earlier esti-
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mation based on a multifrequency electric conductivity
analysisf31g. Dielectric studies of isotropicnCB gave also
clear evidence for canonical features for the “glassy dynam-
ics” such as non-Arrhenius evolution relaxation times or the
broadening of dielectric loss curves on coolingf31,32g. The
dielectric relaxation timestad is a magnitude related to the
two-point susceptibility fx2stdg. Recent simulations in a
model supercooled liquid showed that the four-point suscep-
tibility x4sTd and the related relaxation timet4 also exhibit an
anomaly on approachingTMCT f33–37g:

x4sTd ~ sT − TMCTd−g4, s3ad

t4sTd ~ sT − TMCTd−y4, s3bd

where numerical analysis gaveg4=0.5–1.2 andy4<1–1.4.
These results are particularly noteworthy due to the fact

that x4sTd is a magnitude directly coupled to mesoscale het-
erogeneitiesf34–37g. Theoretical analysis in Refs.f33–37g
enabled the identification of a growing dynamical length
scale on approachingTMCT, corresponding to fluctuations of
the order parameterf34g, as a source of anomalies ofx4sTd
andt4sTd. The existence of spatially heterogeneous mesocale
dynamics is well established experimentally close toTglass
f4,11–15,20–23g. There is also an experimental evidence for
the existence of long-lived mesoscale heterogeneities at
higher temperaturesf6,11,12g. However, no experimental
studies aiming at testing relationss3ad and s3bd are being
conducted so far, to the best of the authors knowledge. The
properties of the isotropic rodlike nematogens are very
strongly influenced by well-defined prenematic fluctuations
in the broad surrounding of the isotropic-nematic clearing
temperaturef29–32,38–43g. Hence their studies may be sig-
nificant for a vivid discussion of the role of heterogeneities
for supercooled liquids.

Here we discuss the validity of the MCT behavior for a
liquid crystalline compound which glassifies on cooling. Re-
sults are presented based on a unique combination of “linear”
and “nonlinear” dielectric studies together with shear viscos-
ity measurements. Studies in 5*CB are compared with simi-
lar tests onn-pentylcyanobiphenyls5CBd, a “classical” nem-
atogen showing the isotropic-nematic-crystal phase
sequence.

EXPERIMENT

Both tested compounds are rodlike mesogens, with a per-
manent dipole moment parallel to the longsmaind axis of the
molecule. 5*CB remains isotropic down toTI-Ch<250 K, at
which the phase transition to the chiral nematicfcholesteric:
N*, Chg phase occurs. On further cooling, the glassy state is
attained at Tg<180 K f38g. 5*CB is the isomer of
n-pentylcyanobiphenyl. The latter forms on cooling the nem-
atic phase atTI-N<308 K and next crystallizes atTN-S
<280 K f32,39g. Structures of both compounds are shown in
the inset in Fig. 1. A comprehensive discussion of broadband
dielectric relaxation in 5*CB, both as a function of tempera-
ture and pressure, is given in Ref.f38g. A similar discussion
for isotropic 5CB is given in Refs.f32,40g. For 5CB, this

paper is based on data from Ref.f32g. For 5*CB novel BDS
measurements were conducted, extending the range of tested
temperatures in the isotropic phase up toT<TI-Ch+150 K, in
comparison with Ref.f38g. Dielectric measurements were
carried out using the Novocontrol BDS 80 spectrometer with
Quattro temperature control unit, the same as applied in
Refs. f32,38g. Steady-state and dynamic shear viscosities
were measured using a Bohlin VOR rheometer with the
parallel-plate geometry. Sample radii ranged from
3 to 20 mm with gaps ca. 1.5 mm. Viscosity data for the five
highest temperatures in isotropic 5*CB were obtained using
the Ubbelohde-type viscometer with the capillary of diam-
eter of 0.6 mm and 120 mm longf41g. The temperature sta-
bility was at least ±0.1 K. For all measured temperatures, the
steady-state and dynamic shear viscosities were equivalent.
Nonlinear dielectric measurements are related to the shift of
dielectric permittivity induced by a strong electric field
f32,42g:

«E = « + D«EE2 + ¯ , s4d

where« and «E are respective permittivities in a weak and
strong electric fieldE. The measure of the nonlinearity,
known as the nonlinear dielectric effectsNDEd, is defined as
ENDE=D«E/E2.

In experiments the changes of electric capacitanceDCE,
related toD«E, are registered:DCE=1–10 fF for asample of
C=100 pF. This has to be detected with three-digit resolu-
tion during the action of a pulse of a strong electric field
lasting DtD=1–4 ms. Adetailed description of the applied
NDE spectrometer is given in Ref.f42g. It is based on the
dual-field, single-generator, aperiodic principle with
frequency-time direct measurements supported by the modu-
lation domain analyzer HP 53 310A. For NDE measurements
samples were placed in the flat-parallel capacitor made only
from Invar and quartzsgap 0.5 mm, diameter 16 mmd. The
tested compounds were synthesized by Dąbrowski and

FIG. 1. The temperature evolution of shear viscosityhsTd in
5*CB. The dashed and solid curves are portrayed by relation VFT
s2d and MCT dependences5d, respectively. The inset shows struc-
tures of 5CB and 5*CB. Fitted parameters for the MCT dependence
are given in the figure.
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Czupryński at the Military Technical University, Warsaw, Po-
land. Samples were carefully degassed immediately prior to
measurements.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1–3 present Arrhenius plots of the shear viscosity,
dielectric relaxation times, and dc conductivity in 5*CB, re-
spectively. In each case the VFT dependence, with approxi-
mately the same values ofT0 andD parameters, can portray
experimental data:

hVFT = 355 ± 10smPd, D = 5 ± 0.2,

T0 = 186 ± 5 sKd for hsTd,

tVFT = 17 ± 1 spsd, D = 4.7 ± 0.2,

T0 = 186 ± 3 sKd for tasTd,

sVFT = 84.6 ± 0.3skS m−1d, D = 5.1 ± 0.2,

T0 = 187 ± 3 sKd for ssTd.

For tasTd the relaxation is the cholesteric phase is clearly
manifested by two processes, described bytVFT

uppersTd and
tVFT

lowersTd relaxation times, which can be portrayed by VFT
relations with the following parameters:

tVFT
upper= 18.5 ± 1 ps, D = 5.5 ± 1, T0 = 182 ± 5 K,

tVFT
lower = 20 ± 1 ps, D = 4.8 ± 1, T0 = 186 ± 5 K.

The behavior of the dielectric relaxation time is in agreement
with results discussed in Ref.f38g. The small differences
may be explained by the broader range of temperature and
significant increase of the number of tested temperatures in
these studies. It is noteworthy that forhsTd, tasTd, andssTd
experimental dependences passing of theI-Ch transition—
i.e., the change in the symmetry of the system—seems to
have no influence onT0 andD values. The analysis presented
in Figs. 1–3 shows that all the properties mentioned above
can also be portrayed by the MCT “critical” relations1d:
namely,

s−1sTd,tasTd,hsTd ~ sT − TMCTd−g, T . TMCT + 15 K.

s5d

Values of the fitted parameters are given in Figs. 1–3. To the
best of the authors’s knowledge this is the first evidence
showing the validity of the MCT “critical relation also for
the dc conductivity. Although the single VFT dependence
seems to deliver a fair description of experimental data, the
distortion-sensitive analysis of experimental data proposed
by Stickel et al. f43g confirms this only for the dc conduc-
tivity as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The analysis presented in
Fig. 4 reveals two VFT processes fortasTd: starting from
TB<TI-Ch+110 K=360 K, the fragility coefficient changes
by ca. 20%. Moreover, a strong pretransitional distortion in
the immediate vicinity of theI-N transition occurs. The in-
sets in Figs. 4 and 5 present a log-log-plot-based analysis for
isotropic 5*CB, to test further the validity of the MCT
critical-like descriptionfrelation s5dg. In the opinion of the
authors, such a plot, which is a standard for critical phenom-
enaf44g, is much more sensitive for possible distortions than
the stad1/gsTd analysis, most often used in the physics of
glassy liquidsf2,11g. It is visible that fortasTd relations5d is
valid from T1<TI-Ch+20 K=270 K to T2<TI-Ch+110 K
=360 K. ForssTd the value ofT1 is the same, but there is no
upper limit sT2d. Noteworthy is the fact thatT2<TB for the
tasTd dependence.

FIG. 2. The temperature evolution of dielectric relaxation time
tasTd in 5*CB. The dashed and solid curves are portrayed by rela-
tion VFT s2d and MCT dependences5d, respectively. The inset
shows the validity of the MCT dependences2d for tasTd in isotropic
5CB, applying the log-log scale. Fitted parameters for the MCT
dependence are given in the figure.

FIG. 3. The temperature evolution of dc conductivityssTd in
5*CB. The dashed and solid curves are portrayed by relation VFT
s2d and MCT dependences5d, respectively. The inset shows the
validity of the MCT dependences2d for ssTd in isotropic 5CB,
applying the log-log scale. Fitted parameters for the MCT depen-
dence are given in the figure.
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When discussing the analysis based on the MCT relation
s5d, noteworthy is a clear coincidence betweenTMCT andT*,
describing the extrapolated temperature of the hypothetical
isotropic-mesophase continuous phase transition. The latter
can be estimated from the analysis pretransitional anomalies
of the static dielectric permittivity«8sTd f=1 kHz or maxima of
loss curves«9sTd1 MHz,fp,400 MHz: see Refs.f32,38g for 5CB

and 5*CB, respectively. One of the most classical methods
of the estimation ofT*, and hence the discontinuityDT
=TI-N−T* of the I-N transition, employs the strong pretran-
sitional anomalies of the Kerr effect, the Cotton-Mouton ef-
fect, or light scatteringf39,44g. In the last decade it was
shown that the same behavior shows the low-frequency,
static NDEf32,40,45–47g. However, for the NDE the mea-
surement field can be shifted over a range characteristic of
the decay time of prenematic fluctuationsf32,42g, which is
not possible for other methods mentioned above employing
light. Figure 6 shows results of NDE measurements for a few
frequencies in the isotropic 5*CB. For the lowest measure-
ment frequency the NDE strongly increases in the direction
of positive values on approaching theI-N clearing point. For
higher measurement frequencies the negative-sign pretransi-
tional anomaly in the isotropic phase occurs. This finding is
in contradistinction to the existing claims that fluctuations
always have to introduce a positive-sign contribution to the
NDE f48–52g. In isotropic 5CB the NDE pretransitional
anomaly in the isotropic phase remains always positive, al-
though strong distortions from the linear dependence of
ENDE

−1 sTd, not predicted by a simple mean-field analysis based
on the Landau–de Gennes model, occurf32g. To parameter-
ize the pretransitional anomaly in 5*CB one may apply the
apparent amplitude analysis, successfully applied in the iso-
tropic 5CB f32g:

ENDE =
ANDE

T − T*
~ xTsTdkDM0lkDMfl = x0

* kuDM0ulkuDMful
sT − T * dg ,

s6d

ANDEsTdsT − T * d = ANDE
LF +

ANDE
HF

1+v2t2 , s7d

where the indices 0 andf are for the static limit, the given
frequency valuesv=2pf, kDM0l, andkDMfl are deviations
of the local order parameter, andg=1 is the critical exponent
of susceptibilityscompressibilityd: xT

* =x0
* /T−T*. The index

FIG. 4. The derivative analysis of the temperature dependence
of dielectric relaxation times, showing whether the description via
the VFT relation is possible in 5*CB. The inset presents the log-log
plot of the MCT power relation for the same data. In both cases
straight lines show regions of the validity of the VFT or MCT
dependences, respectively. Characteristic temperatures appearing
due to the applied analysis are given in the figure.

FIG. 5. The derivative analysis of the temperature dependence
of dc conductivity showing whether the description via the VFT
relation is possible in 5*CB. The inset presents the log-log plot of
the MCT power relation for the same data. In both cases straight
lines show regions of the validity of the VFT or MCT dependences,
respectively. Characteristic temperatures appearing due to the ap-
plied analysis are given in the figure.

FIG. 6. Nonlinear changes of dielectric permittivitysNDEd in
the isotropic phase of 5*CB, for selected measurement frequencies.
The inset shows results of the apparent amplitude analysis.
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“LF” refers to “low frequency”—i.e., thev−1@t limit—and
“HF” to “high frequency”—v−1!t. The relaxation timet
=t0/ sT−T* dy, y=1. Regarding the amplitudes,ANDE

LF

~ kDM0l2~ sD«0d2 andANDE
HF ~ kDM0lkDMfl~D«0D« f, where

D«0 andD« f denote anisotropies in the dielectric permittivity
of a perfectly ordered sample.

The inset in Fig. 6 clearly confirms the validity of the
assumption that the unusual and unique behavior observed in
isotropic 5*CB is indeed associated with the amplitude
ANDE. Distortions from the linear dependence ofENDE

−1 sTd can
be associated with the coincidence between two relevant
time scales. The first one is related to the reciprocal of the
measurement frequencysv−1=1/2pfd, and the second one is
associated with the relaxation time of premesomorphic fluc-
tuations std. For higher frequencies, on approaching the
clearing temperature,v−1,t, and thenkDMfl becomes re-
lated to the dielectric anisotropy of a single, prenematic fluc-
tuation. For lower frequencies or remote fromT*, the condi-
tion v−1@t is fulfilled. In this domain the NDE measuring
field can detect only an averaged response from a set of
fluctuations andkDMfl is reduced to the dielectric anisotropy
of a single molecule which is always positive. One of basic
features of the nematic phase is the equivalence ofnW and −nW
vectors, known as “directors,” showing the preferable orien-
tational ordering direction. This causes, within the nematic
phase, including prenematic fluctuations, projections of the
permanent dipole moments on the director direction to be
canceled. For 5CB this results in an almost perfect cancella-
tion of the permanent dipole moments within the fluctuation,
due to the rodlike structure of molecules. Hence, for 5CB,
one may expectANDE

HF ~ kDMflkDM0l~D«sm=0dD«0<5.1
311.2 andANDE

LF ~ kDM0l~ sD«0d<s11.2d2, where D«0 de-
notes the dielectric anisotropy for a perfectly ordered me-
sophase in a zero-frequency limit. This reasoning gave a fair
agreement between the experimental and expected ratios of
the amplitudes,ANDE

LF /ANDE
HF , for 5CB f32g. However, for

5*CB the long molecular axis within premesomorphic fluc-
tuations is less parallel to the director than in the case of
5CB. This is associated with different molecular structures of
5*CB and 5CB as shown in Fig. 1. For 5*CB there remains
a nonvanishing component of the permanent dipole perpen-
dicular to nW, practically absent for 5CB. Hence, for 5*CB,
one may expectkDMfl=kMi

f −M'
f l,0 and henceANDE,0

for higher measurement frequencies. On moving away from
T* or for very low measurement frequencies,kDMfl=«i

−«'.0 andANDE.0. It is noteworthy that both in 5CBf32g
and 5*CB the same values of the susceptibility-related ex-
ponent and the exponent related to the decay of premesomor-
phic fluctuations,g=1 andy=1, have been obtained. As sug-
gested in Ref.f32g, the latter can be associated with the
dynamical exponent for the nonconserved order parameter
z=2.

Concluding, Canget al. f29,30g experimentally showed
the existence of the “lower” and “upper” MCT “critical”
temperatures in the isotropic phase of classical rodlike nem-
atogens, with theI-N-S phase sequence. The temperature
TMCT

uppercan be associated with the onset of orientational freez-
ing and the temperatureTMCT

lower with the onset of the possible
loss of the translational degree of freedom. These results are

in agreement with basic predictions of molecular MCT de-
veloped recently for a liquid consisting of hard-ellipsoid
shape moleculesf25–28g. As shown above, the MCT
“critical-like” relation s5d perfectly describes the experimen-
tal data in the isotropic 5CB, forTI-N+50 K.T.TI-N, with-
out any distortions. This can be explained by the fact that for
5CB the estimated valueTMCT

lower=TI-N−35 K is located already
in the solid phase, whereas in glassy liquids relations5d is
valid for T.TMCT+20 K f30g. Following Refs.f25–30g one
may expect thatTMCT

upper is close to the clearing temperature;
hence,TMCT

upper andTMCT
lower are more than 35 K apart.

For glass-forming 5*CB, with the isotropic–chiral-
nematic–glass phase sequence, a small distortion from the
rodlike structure of 5CB caused thatTMCT

upper=TMCTsorientd
<TMCTstransd=TMCT

lower and these MCT “critical” temperatures
coincide with the thermodynamic phase transition atT=T*.
It is noteworthy that for 5CB the extrapolated relaxation time
tasTMCT

lowerd<ta(TMCTstransd)<2310−7 s is in fair agreement
with the “magic, universal” relaxation timetasTMCTd
,10−7 s proposed by Novikov and Sokolovf17g. Regarding
the upper relaxation time in isotropic 5CB,tasTMCT

upperd
=ta(TMCTsorientd)<3310−9 s, assuming thatTMCT

upper=T*
=TI-N−DT and DT<1.1 K f32g. For 5*CB,
ta(TMCTsorientd)<ta(TMCTstransd)<2310−5 s. In 5*CB
this relaxation time drops with rising pressure, reaching the
value ta<3310−9 s, characteristic for 5CB at the atmo-
spheric pressure, forP<140 MPa, as can be concluded from
the results given in Ref.f38g. One of the still puzzling phe-
nomena for supercooled liquids is the appearance of struc-
tural heterogeneities and their relationship to the observed
experimental properties. The behavior of the isotropic liquid
crystalline compounds is naturally dominated by well-
defined heterogeneities—i.e., the premesomorphic fluctua-
tions f28–32,45–47g. In the case of 5CB and 5*CB there are
well-defined bond-ordering heterogeneities—i.e., ordered in
an orientational way, “swarms” of rodlike molecules—in the
liquidlike surrounding. They induce strong pretransitional
anomalies of the NDE, associated with exponentsg=1 for
susceptibility andy=1 for the relaxation time, which may be
associated with the expected evolution ofx4sTd and t4sTd,
mentioned in the Introduction.

It is noteworthy that when analyzing existing experimen-
tal data similar singular behavior associated with research
methods directly coupled to mesoscale heterogeneities can
be found also for “normal” glass-forming liquids such as
p-terphenylsPTPd f53g ftransient grating optical Kerr effect
sTG-OKEdg 2-biphenylmethenolsBPMd foptical-heterodyne-
detected optical Kerr effectsOHD-OKEdg f29g and epoxy
resin EPON 5sNDEd f53,54g. When discussing the role of
heterogeneities it is worth recalling the recent simulations on
a polymer meltf34g which showed that density fluctuations
remain short range whereas spatial correlations between
monomers become long range on approachingTMCT. In this
way a growing dynamical correlation length and the bond-
ordering order parameter were identified as the onset of a
possible connection between critical phenomena and glass-
forming liquids f34g. This behavior resembles the experi-
mental findings of this paper and a recent proposal by Tanaka
f55g, who showed that the existence of both density and
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bond-ordering fluctuations may result in a general model for
liquid-liquid transitions, covering supercooled liquids, liq-
uids near the critical point, and the liquid-liquid transitions in
a one-component liquid. In isotropic 5CB and 5*CB dy-
namic and static properties are strongly influenced by or-
dered in a premesomorphic way as fluctuations and hetero-
geneities, even 100 K above the clearing point. There is
strong evidence for the glassy the fluidlike, tricritical, and
pseudospinodal description of the isotropic phase resembling
the one observed for the liquid-liquid demixing in binary
solutionsf32,45,46,56g. A clear relationship between critical
phenomena and the glassy behavior manifested via dynami-
cal regimes and long-lived “glassy” heterogeneities, ordered
in a positional and/or orientational way in a fluidlike sur-
rounding, was also obtained in recent theoretical models by
Berthier and Garrahanf57,58g and Bakai and Fischerf59g.
For both tested compounds, 5*CB and 5CB, the temperature
evolution of dielectric relaxation times, the dc conductivity,
and the viscosity are well described by the “critical-like”
description from mode coupling theory. However, for 5*CB
a unique coincidence of the MCT “critical” temperature and
extrapolated temperature of the hypothetical continuous
isotropic-cholestericsT* d phase transition was found. The
temperature dependence of the strong electric-field-induced

changes of the dielectric permittivity exhibits a strong
anomaly, described by the exponentsg=1 for susceptibility
andy=1 for heterogeneity-related relaxation time. It is note-
worthy that for the homogeneous phase of near-critical mix-
tures approximately the same critical exponent has been ob-
tained f60–62g. Results presented above show a unique
significance of studies of mesogenic compounds for a better
insight into the dynamics of supercooled, glass-forming liq-
uids. They also recall questions of the proper description of
the isotropic phase and theI-N transition which in basic
monographs on the physics of liquid crystals is most often
presented as the best example of a simple mean-field descrip-
tion f39,44,62–65g.
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